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Does Inequality Create Barriers to Mobility?

I Absolute mobility is inversely related to top income share (e.g.,
Chetty et al. 2017), but is this relationship causal?

I Rising top incomes as pay for performance might promote
economic growth and not create barriers to mobility.

I Rising top incomes as rent capture might instead create
barriers to earnings growth for the bottom 90% of Americans.

I “In praise of the 1%” (Mankiw)? or “The Price of Inequality”
(Stiglitz)?

I We explore the issue of rent capture via a study of the process
of executive compensation.



CEOs make up a large chunk of the top 1% of income
earners

I Median compensation of CEOs in the S&P 1500 increased by
40% between 2007 and 2014 (while market capitalization
increased by 22% and median household income decreased by
6%).

I Ratio of CEO compensation to compensation of the average
worker is 335 in the United States.



Is the allocation of these resources efficient?

In other words, do shareholders benefit from compensating their
CEOs generously?



Is the allocation of these resources efficient?

Some argue that they do and that high compensation levels is the
result of matching the best CEOs to the firms in which the
marginal return to their labor is highest, i.e., pay for performance in
a world where large firms are growing (Gabaix and Landier 2008).



Is the allocation of these resources efficient?

Others argue that the high compensation levels are the result of
rent extraction (e.g. negative relationship between corporate
governance and pay).



Peer benchmarking and CEO compensation

Peer benchmarking is the selection of a compensation peer group
(a set of comparable firms) to evaluate whether a CEO is paid at
the market rate.

In 2006, the SEC started requiring firms to disclose the
compensation peers they used in the pay setting process.

The rationale for this policy was that the disclosure of peer groups
allowed shareholders and stakeholders to scrutinize pay. This could
force firms to pay at the market rate or, if they didn’t, it would
provide shareholders with information allowing them to correct pay
levels.
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Peer benchmarking and CEO compensation: Two (maybe
competing) predictions

Prediction 1:
Peer benchmarking increases transparency and forces CEO
compensation to conform with the market.

Prediction 2:
Peer benchmarking provides a pathway to make biased comparisons
salient and serves to legitimize pay that is above the market rate.
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The theoretical underpinning of prediction 1

If the correct peer group is selected, disclosure allows for an
accurate evaluation of CEO pay.

And corporate governance and market forces pressure firms to
report appropriate peer groups.



The theoretical underpinning of prediction 2

Selecting an appropriate peer group is not straightforward and
evaluating whether the peer group is appropriate is not
straightforward (see Zuckerman’s (2004) concept of structural
incoherence, for example).

One result of this ambiguity could be that it introduces random
noise to the selection of peer groups, the other is that it introduces
bias.

Are those who select peer groups incentivized to introduce
bias in the compensation peer group?



The theoretical underpinning of prediction 2

The CEO:

I Non-financial incentive: overconfidence (an average CEO who
claims he’s as good as the CEO at the 75th pct of the quality
distribution).

I Financial incentive: upwardly biased peer groups legitimize
higher pay.



The theoretical underpinning of prediction 2

The compensation committee:

I Non-financial incentives: pressure to maintain the image that
they hired a CEO who is better than average.

I Non-financial incentives: social ties to the CEO make
committee members more willing to accept a biased peer
group.

I Financial incentive: pay is indirectly tied to the pay of the focal
CEO, so higher pay will indirectly benefit committee members.



What would upward bias look like?

Firms select peer firms that are slightly larger (and have well paid
CEOs) and compensate at the 50th pct.

Firms have N “natural peers”, cherry pick N-K peers with well
compensated CEOs and compensate at the 50th pct.



...and with what consequences?

I Some CEOs would directly benefit from biased compensation
setting at their own firms.

I Other CEOs would benefit by having overpaid CEOs in their
peer group, leading to a ratcheting up of CEO pay.

I A few “bad apples” affect compensation for the entire
population: See DiPrete et al. “Compensation Benchmarking,
Leapfrogs, and the Surge in Executive Pay” (AJS 2010).



Prior research on compensation peer groups

Faulkender and Yang (2010, 2013): Yes, the average firm upwardly
biases its peer group and it affects pay.

Albuquerque et al. (2013): No, bias is really just a reward for
talent.

Cadman and Carter (2014): No, prior work used the incorrect
natural peer groups.



Faulkender and Yang (2010, 2013)

Strategy
I Constructing counterfactual peer groups by using

“tie-formation” in a propensity score matching framework.
I Regressing peer group bias on CEO compensation.

Findings
I Peer groups are upwardly biased.
I Upward bias in compensation peer groups is associated with

higher compensation.

BUT... Counterfactual peers are selected based on similarity to the
named peer, not similarity to the focal firm.
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Albuquerque et al. (2013)

Strategy
I Predicting peer group bias with talent measures and

self-serving measures.

Findings
I The predictive power of the talent measures is higher than the

predictive power of the self-serving measures.

BUT... If so, why not reward talented CEOs transparently by
benchmarking them in the right tail of their natural peer group?
Also, their talent measures account only for about 5% of the
variation in peer group bias, and do not account for the predictive
power of peer group bias on CEO compensation in their own data
(we checked!).
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Cadman and Carter (2014)

Strategy
I Define counterfactual peers as the union of a focal firm’s

actual peers, the firms listed as peers of the focal firm’s peers
(i.e. peers of the peer firms), and any firms in the full sample
of firms that list the focal firm as a peer.

Findings
I Peer group bias is smaller than in previous studies and the

predictive power of peer group bias on compensation is lower.

BUT... If there is bias in the observables of the named peer group,
the counterfactual peer group will be biased too.
Also, they actually do find effects of bias in peer groups on
compensation.
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The data

I Compensation peer group data from DEF-14 forms.
I Financial data from Compustat.
I Total compensation and board membership data from

Morningstar.
I Thomson Reuters data on institutional ownership.



Data from DEF-14 forms: Peer groups

Figure 1: Example of DEF 14 section in which peers are reported.



Data from DEF-14 forms: Peer groups



Empirical strategy

1 Determine whether there is bias: construct counterfactual peer
groups.

2 Predict bias with two main factors: firm performance provides
an incentive and structural ambiguity provides an opportunity.

3 Predict CEO compensation with bias.
4 Examine whether bias and variance in bias has changed over

time and whether the association between bias and pay
changes.



Computing the peer pay gap (PPG) (or bias)

We measure the PPG as the ratio of the median pay of the named
and counterfactual peer groups.



Computing the peer pay gap (PPG) (or bias)

How to construct a natural peer group?



Computing the peer pay gap (PPG) (or bias)

1 Estimate a logistic regression where Pr(Reciprocated selection
= 1) = f(Revenue, Market Cap., # of employees, Assets,
State, Industry, IBES coverage).

2 Use model from 1. to select N peers where N equals the
number of named peers.
I Split sample of potential peers in two based on Revenue,

Market Cap., # of employees, or Assets (randomly selected).
I From each of the two sets of potential peers, randomly draw

N/2 peers, using the predicted probabilities of reciprocation as
weights. We do this over and over again (e.g., 500
simulations).

3 Compare named and natural peer group at 50th pct.
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Figure 1: Logged balance ratios comparing observed peer groups to
counterfactual methods.
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Figure 2: Percentile in counterfactual peer group at which the CEO is
compensated.



PPG summary

I Building on reciprocated ties and using simulation we
computed the PPG, with excellent balance.

I The simulation also allows us to capture structural ambiguity
(the variation in median pay across hundreds of simulations).

I and also peer group constraint (the extent to which the
group of most probable potential peers have high probability of
being selected).



Structural ambiguity and bias
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Figure 3: The distribution of PPG across Quintiles of Variance in the
Simulated Median of the Median Counterfactual Peer.



Predicting the PPG



PPG prediction summary

I Significant effects that are consistent with our hypotheses.
I Moreover, bias is not limited to structurally ambiguous firms

that perform poorly.
I Being one standard deviation less structurally ambiguous and

performing at the 75th percentile (instead of at the median)
reduces predicted bias of about 1.3 to about 1.15.



Predicting compensation



Predicting compensation, more



Trends

Did bias and variance in bias change over time and did the
association between bias and pay change?
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Figure 4: The Evolution of Bias Norms

Solid lines: all firms. Dashed lines: the 327 firms for which we have data for all 11 years.



Network effects

The effects estimated in this paper are the direct effects of bias in
compensation peer group, but the networked nature of
benchmarking sets a diffusion process in motion.



Takeaways

On average, firms report compensation peer groups that are
upwardly biased.

Upward bias is associated with structural ambiguity and poor
performance.

Compensation is strongly associated with upward bias.

Norms are starting to emerge (reduction in mean bias and variance
of bias) but the returns to bias have increased.



Thank you!


